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Last week was an interesting time for culture watchers 

as Facebook, Twitter and social media exploded with 

outrage in reaction to a Rolling Stone cover that many 

denounced as a “glam” selfie photo of suspected 

Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. 

 

The backlash was swift and intense, most slamming 

the publication for using its cover  (so culturally 

significant it was once made famous in a song) — an 

honor usually reserved for actual “rock stars” — to 

elevate and glamorize the 19-year-old “Boston 

Bomber” suspect accused of killing three people and 

maiming or injuring more than 260 others by planting 

two bombs at the finish line of the April 15, 2013, 

Boston Marathon. His brother, the second suspect, 

was killed in the ensuing police chase.   And just as Rolling Stone exercised its First 

Amendment right to publish its controversial cover, a number of drugstores and 

supermarkets with strong ties to the Boston area including CVS, Walgreen’s and 7-Eleven, 

exercised their right to vote with their feet, refusing to carry the issue. 

 

But from a compliance and ethics professional’s view of the world, the Rolling Stone decision 

is not all that surprising, given the worrisome trends in our 24/7 new media landscape to 

routinely raise criminals and cheaters to celebrity status and casually airbrush their sins in 

the process. 

 



Maybe the glamorization of criminals and cheats is the natural consequence of our reality 

show fascination with bad behavior of all kinds. Or maybe it’s the media’s predilection to 

glorify the bad guys and gloss over the agony of the victims and their families.  (Many 

suggested that the magazine should have put the photos of the Boston Marathon victims on 

its cover instead.)  “Whatever sells” seems to be the media rule of thumb these days, and the 

more sensational the better.  But one thing is certain:  it is having a terrible impact on our 

culture. 

 

Making rock stars out of criminals sends a dangerous message not only to younger 

generations but also to potential evildoers.  After the 2012 Sandy Hook elementary school 

mass shooting in Connecticut, in which a 20-year old gunman killed 26 children and 

educators – the second deadliest mass murder by a single shooter after the 2007 Virginia 

Tech massacre – Morgan Freeman observed: 

 

“Flip on the news and watch how we treat the Batman theater shooter and the Oregon mall 

shooter like celebrities. Dylan Klebold and Eric Harris are household names, but do you 

know the name of a single ‘victim’ of  Columbine? Why a grade school? Why children? 

Because he’ll be remembered as a horrible monster, instead of a sad nobody.” 

If we as a society turn mass murderers into glamorous Rolling Stone cover boys, is it any 

wonder that mere lawbreakers and disgraced politicians so often seem to earn a “Get Out of 

Jail Free” card? 

 

Across the pond,  The Independent  columnist Rupert Cornwell recently noted that, 

evidently, “sex scandals are no bar to public office” in America.  Ouch. He cites former New 

York congressman Anthony Weiner, forced to resign a few years ago after a sexting scandal 

that included sending photos of his “nether regions” to female followers (and then lying in a 

spectacular fashion about it), but now, amazingly, campaigning for a big promotion to NYC 

Mayor.   Similarly Cornwell marvels at New York ex-governor Eliot Spitzer, known in some 

professional escort quarters as Client #9 before being forced to resign, but now in contention 

for NYC controller. In another time and place, these two politicians would be done.  As of this 

writing, both Weiner and Spitzer are ahead in their respective polls.   Maybe, as Cornwell 

suggests, the “insatiable” 24/7 news cycle shortens the lifespan of a scandal, and with 

abbreviated attention spans, we simply move on.  “As a result, nothing shocks,” writes 

Cornwell. 

 

I hope he’s wrong. Our ability to be “shocked” by bad behavior is the foundation of an ethical 

culture. 

 



And what about mere cheaters?  It was not too long ago that the media was a-Twitter with 

Tiger Woods’ spectacular fall from grace for his serial cheating.   It breathlessly chronicled 

the lightning quick speed with which the most visible sports star on the planet lost his family, 

sponsorships and mojo in quick succession.   But Nike was also lightning quick to welcome 

Tiger back when he started winning again, with its controversial “Winning Takes Care of 

Everything” campaign – a particularly loathsome message for our society. 

 

That’s exactly the kind of thinking that seduces companies like retail giant Wal-Mart, where 

top execs allegedly condoned a “vast” bribery scheme to dominate the market in Mexico, and 

then covered it up.  Or infects the behavior of Wall Street execs and traders like Fabrice 

Tourre aka the “Fabulous Fab” (now on trial for fraud and other assorted crimes), who 

famously bragged about selling securities to unsuspecting investors as “the building was 

about to collapse:” 

 

“Only potential survivor, the fabulous Fab … standing in the middle of all these complex, 

highly leveraged, exotic trades he created without necessarily understanding all of the 

implications of those monstrosities!!!” 

 

Culture expert David Gebler, author of The Culture of Compliance and The 3 Power Values, 

believes we may be on a slippery slope of celebrating misconduct, both civil and criminal, 

with devastating implications:   “We fail to see the cumulative impact. Boston bomber on the 

cover of Rolling Stone in a photo that he took himself:  Is that really so bad? Eliot Spitzer 

wants to redeem himself. Why shouldn’t he? What is happening is that as we struggle to 

place these small pieces into a larger context, we truly have lost the forest through the trees.” 

 

But the good news for those on the side of ethical culture is the very fact of the outrage 

elicited by last week’s Rolling Stone cover.   Magazine goes for the cheap shot; America 

pushes back (and even boycotts).  That pushback was embodied in the official statement of 

Boston Mayor Thomas Merino, who said the spotlight should be on “the brave and strong 

survivors and on the thousands of people – their family and friends, volunteers, first 

responders, doctors, nurses and donors – who have come to their side.” From a cultural 

perspective, that’s a light at the end of the tunnel. 

 

As Gebler notes: “There will always be those who see the upside of riding the wave of 

celebrity as better then standing up for what is right.” This week, at least for those who refuse 

to make a terrorist into a rock star,  let’s chalk one up for “what is right.” 
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